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Plenary 2: SDGs - The State of Play
MELBOURNE
Implementing the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

Greg Welsh
3% of Australians identify as Aboriginal or TSI

28% of Prisoners are Aboriginal

46% of youth in custody are Aboriginal
Winya used the UN 10 guiding principles

And the 17 SDG

As our values and ethics compass
Winya’s social choices and costs:

- Deliberate Remote supply chains
- Focus on Indigenous staffing and training
- Indigenous trainees in long term employment
- Women’s support in remote communities
- Remote Art schools
- Prisons training
Sustainability

2018 Australian Sustainability Award
2017 Australian Sustainability Award
2018 City of Sydney Award
2017 Banksia Sustainability Award

Other

2018 Sydney City and NSW Diversity Award
2018 PASA Award
2018 CIPS Award for Austral-Asia
In 2018 Winya became the first Australian company one of only 10 companies globally to be Awarded for Leadership in United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
State Library NSW
modular and redeployable custom ottomans (leather) and custom veneer cabinetry on Stainless steel frames

WINYA
The only Australian company awarded by the United Nations for Leadership Sustainable Development Goals
Beautiful, efficient Collaborative workspaces

WINYA
The only Australian company awarded by the United Nations for Leadership Sustainable Development Goals
Schiavello Ganbu is a 50% Indigenous owned business. We acknowledge the past, recognise the present and look forward to contributing to a brighter future.

Our website is currently under construction, in the meantime please feel free to view our Indigenous Participation Plan below.
Schiavello Ganbu

As a 50% Indigenous owned business, Schiavello acknowledge the past, present and future
The power of procurement to drive true change

WINYA
The only Australian company awarded by the United Nations for Leadership Sustainable Development Goals